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Abstract

T& paper enumerates the cordigurations of a pair of
vertices (one of which is a leai) relative to the unique
vertex one center and the leaf of greatest path length fi-om
this center in a spanning tree of a graph. From this
enumeratio~ it demonstrates that the vertex one center is
between the vertex and the leaf of greatest path length from
the vertex for every such pair of vertices. Using this result
this paper develops an algorithm for the optimal
reconfiguration of a tree iniiastructure required to recover
from the failure of a network element.

Introduction

The centers of a graph are an important concept in graph theory and its
applications [13, 16, 17J. The identification of centers is often used to optimize the
location of a facility in a network [3–5, 9]. The absolute one center of a graph can be
used to discover a spanning tree of minimum diameter [6]. This relationship between a
spanning tree and its centers is important for spanning-tree applications in infmstructure
optimizatio~ such as those found in communications and computer networks [14, 15].

This paper examines the configurations of vertices and leaves relative to the
vertex one center (VIC) of a spanning-tree graph and the vertex having the greatest path
length from this VIC. The paper enumerates the possible combinations of positions of
vertices and leaves relative to these vertex one center characteristics and examines the
allowed configurations of vertices and the leaves in the spanning tree having the greatest
path lengths from the vertices. The result uses a novel method to conilrm an important
finding by Handler [7]. Finally, the results are applied to the problem of optimal
reconfiguration of an infi-astructure following the disruption of the infrastructure by
failures of network elements.

Analyses of the Vertices of a Spanning Tree

Consider a spanning tree Tof a graph G(Yj?Z)with vertices Vand edges E.
Associated with each edge edl is a positive-valued fimction l(e) called the length of e.
The length of a path alaz between vertices al and az is the sum of the lengths of the edges
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belonging to the unique path P between al and azin X
cz,q = lengjh of path P = ~l(e).

eGP
(1)

Every vertex v in Tpartitions T into 2 parts, where A is the degree of v. Each
edge adjacent to v starts a branch of Trooted at v. The vertex v is the only vertex of
attachment between these branches. l?roo~ Consider vertices al in one branch and a2 in
another branch. There exists a path from al to v through the branch containing al.
Similarly, there exists a path from a2 to v through the branch containing az. Therefore,
there is a path in Tfiom al to az that contains v. This path is unique, since Tis a tree.
Consequently, there are no other paths in Tbetween the vertices of the two branches
rooted at v, other than through v. Ergo, there are no other vertices of attachment between
the branches rooted at v, other than the vertex v.

The spanning tree has a VIC at vertex b. For each vertex v in T, another vertex
that is ftiest from it defines a maximum path length from v. The VIC is the vertex b
such that the maximum path length from b is the minimum of all vertices in T.

Z%orem 1: Tcan have at most two VICS.

l?roo~ Figure 1 illustrates Tfor this proof The VIC ‘bpartitions Tinto 2. parts,
where 2 is the degree of b. The leaf c is the vertex ftihest from b. Call the branch
containingc the maximalbranchof T. Callall otherbranchessubmaximalbranches.
FWXlet a # b be any vertex of a submaximal branch of T. Then the path length m is
greater than the path length bc, because the path length ab is strictly positive. Therefore,
since ac > k, a cannot be a VIC. Ne@ let flbe the vertex in the path between b and c
that is closest to b. There exists a vertex din a submaximal branch of T such that
fld 2 bc. Because flis between b and c, PC < bc. Since flis between b and all vertices of
the maximal branc~ the path length from flto any vertex in the maximal branch is less
than the path length from b to that vertex. But since b is a VIC, there can be no vertex in
Twith a maximum path length less than bc. Therefore, there must be a vertex d in a
submaximal branch with path length j?d > bc. The vertex ~ is a VIC if and only if
fld = bc and dis the vertex in Tthat is the ftihest from E For each other vertex y# b in
the maximal branch yd = yfl+~d > ~d, therefore y cannot be a VIC. Since there can be
only one vertex P that is closest to b in the maximal branch there can be at most two
VICS in K QED.

Figure 1. A spanning tree Twith VIC b.

For fimther discussio~ let b be a VIC of T. The leaf c is the vertex farthest from
b, defining the maximal branch of T. That is, bc > bv for each vertex v in T.
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Figure 2 shows an enumeration of the possible locations of a vertex a relative to
the VIC b and the maximal-branch leafc that is farthest from b in T. Ehher a is in a
submaximal branch (al), or a is in the maximal branch which contains c. Ifa is in the

maximalbranc$theneithera isonthepathbetweenbandc (a2)ora k onabranchoff
this path (aj).

Figure 2. A spanning tree Twith VIC b.

●

b a2 c

Ne~ consider the possible locations for a vertex b ‘and a Ieafdrelative to b and
c. The vertex b ‘can occupy positions of types al, a2, and a3. Because d is a lea~ it
cannot be a vertex on the path between b and”c, unless d = c. Table 1 lists explicitly the
possible combinations of position types for vertices b ‘and d Using this enumeration
there are 19 possible ccmiigurations of the vertices b ‘and d relative to b and c. Table 2
lists explicitly the possible configurations-of the vertices b ‘and din Z

Table 1. Combinations of position types for a vertex b ‘and leaf drelative to b and c in T

Vertex h‘ Leaf d
al al
al az
aI a3
a2 al
a2 a3

3
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Table 2. Enumeration of position types for a vertex b ‘and leafci relative to b and c in T.

sition-typecombinationb t = al andd= al
Casel

CW23

● ●

d c

Position-typecombimtionb‘ = al andd= a2 *
case4

● ●

b’ /2 d=c

Position-typecombinationbt = al andd= a3

case5

I b’ c

Position-typecombinationb ~= azandd= al
r

Case6

● ●

d b t?’ c

case2

d c

Icase7

● ●

d b b’=c

mition-typecombinationb‘ = a2andd= a2

Case8

● ●

b b’ d=c
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Table 2. Enumeration of position types for a vertex b ‘and leafd relative to b and c in T
(continued).

lsition-typecombinationb‘ = azandd= as

case9

--&L
c

case11

case10

case 12

L
1? b’=c

Position-typecombimtionb‘ = as andd= al Position-typecombinationb‘ = as andd= a2 1
case 13

d b 92

case 14

~sition-typecombinationb‘ = as andd = as

case 15

case 17

“1’z
c

d

● 9
b

b’ c

Case 18

L
b c

Theorem 2: The VIC b is an element of the path between any vertex b ‘and the
leaf din Tthat maximizes the path length b ti.
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l?ruo~ Proof of this theorem begins with analysis of the configurations of vertex
b ‘and leafd for which the path length b ti can be a maximum. The statement to be
proven follows as a consequence of this analysis.

case]

d b’ J? c

Case 1: Assume bti> b%, V VET. Then bti>bk. Now, bc> bd, forb is aVIC. But
bd=bb’i-bti>btz! since bb’>0. There fore bti<bti. @.

case2

6
9 ●

d b c
b’

Case 2: Assume bfi> b’v, V VGZ Then bti> bk. This expands to b~+~>

b~+fib+bc, orfld > flb+bc. But ~b+bc > bc > bd>fld. 63.

case3

● ●

d c

Case3: Assume bti> b%, V VET. Then bti>bti. Then b’b+bd> b’b+bc, or bd>bc.
But bc > b~ since b is a VIC. B.

case4

● ●

b’ b d=c

Case 4: This case is possible, for example Let Thave only three vertices, as shown. Let
bb’= 3, let be= 4. Then b ti= 7, and dis the vertex ftihest from b ! ~OED.

case5

??’ b c

Case 5: Assume bti>b’v, V VGT. Then bti> b~. But be> bdbecause b is aVIC.

Then bti=b% +M<b’b+bc=bt. @.
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Case6

● o
d b b’ c “

Case 6: This case is possible, for example Let T have only four vertices as shown. Let
db = 3.5, bb’= 1, and bk = 3. Then b is the VIC, c is farthest from b, and dis ftihest
from b! QED.

case7

I d b bt=c

I

Case 7: This case is possible, for example: Let T have only 3 vertices as shown. Let
db = 3, and bc = 4. Then b is the WC, c is farthest from b, and dis farthest from b‘= c.
OED.

Case 8: Assume bti> b%, V VCT. Lemma: b’Vd%thpbc, v#b, 3 e~T’a ve >bc,
where &is the path between b and c, and T’c Tis a submaximal branch of T. l?roo~
Let w be the vertex of the path&that is adjacent to b. Because w is adjacent to b, then
wq < bq V qe~, where ~ c T is the maximal branch of T, and since bw >0. Then
bc = bw + wc > WC. But because b is a VIC, 3 e GT3 we 2 bc, otherwise b would not be
a VIC. Vertex e #b, since bw < bc. Since e @~, e GT! Finally, V v ~Path &, v #w,
3 e G~’3 ve > bc, because ve = vw + we > we > bc. QED. By this lemm~ because
b’cPbC,ElecT’ab@2 bc>b&=bti. @.

Case 9: Assume b U> b ‘v, V v ET. But bc z bd, because b is the VIC. Since
bb%bk=bc Zbd=bb9-bti, then b~>bti. BythelemmaofCase8, 3 e~T’
abti>bc~bti>btd. 63.

7
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case10

Case 10: Assume b ti> b’v, V VGT. But bc2 ~ because b is the VIC. Since

bb+b~=bc>bd= bb+bti, tienbk>bti. BythelemmaofCase8, ~e~l’”
~bk>bc>bk>b ’d. 63.

I casell I

At? pb’c

Case 11: Assume bti> b’v, V VGZ By the lemma of Case 8,3 e~T’a~e >bc.
Because b is the VIC, bc > bd, or b/?+ flc > bfl+ fl~ showing that fld < Pc. Then
bk=b~+~e>b~+ bc=b~+bfl+~c >b~+bfl+~d= b~+bti>bU. B.

case 12

-z-9
b P V=c

Case12: Assume b 0 b’v, V VGT. By the lemma of Case 8,3 e cI”3 fle z bc.
Because b is the VIC, bc > bd, or bfl+ PC > b/3+fld, showing that fld < PC = flb !
Then bk=b~+~e >b~i-bc=b@-b@-flc >b@-b@-fld =b@-bti>bfZ B.

case 13

0’
d c

Case 13: This case is possible, for example Let T have only five vertices as shown. Let
db = 4.5, bfl= 1, PC =4, and ~b =1. Then b is the VIC, c is farthest from b, and dis
farthest from b 1 QED.

case 14

Case 14: Assume b ti> b’v, V VGT. By the lemma of Case 8,3 e GT’3 Be z bc. Then
bti=bjfl+fle >b~+bd=b~+ bfl+fid~b~+fld =bti. @.

8



case 15

Case 15: Assume bti> b’v, V VEX Because b is a VIC, bc 2 b~ or b~flc > b@-fld,
showing that fld <@. By the lemma of Case 8, 3 e c~’3 Be > k. Then
bti=bp+fld <bpi-pc <bp+flc+bp=b~+bc<bp+fle =bk @.

Case16

P/d
● ●

b c
b’

Case 16: Assume bt.i> b’v, VVGT. Because b is aVIC, bc>bd, or
bfl+/3c > bfl+ fld, showing that fld < PC. By the lemma of Case 8,3 e GT’3 Be > bc.

case 17

Case 17: Assume bti> b’v, V VGT. By the lemma of Case 8,3 ecT’s Be > bc.
Because b is a VIC, bc > bd, or b~+ PC 2 bfl+fld, showing that fid < PC. Then

“18L
Case 18: Assumebf.i> b’v, V VM By the lemmaof Case 8, EleW3fle 2 bc.
Because b is a VIC, bc > bd, or b~+flc > bfl+fid, showing that ~d <&. Then

Case 19: Assume b tin>b’v, V VGZ Because b is a VIC, bc > bd, or bfll+fllc > bfll+/?ld,

9
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This proof shows that there are 19 configurations of a vertex b‘# b and leaf d
relative to the VIC b and vertex c most distant horn b in T. Of these 19 configurations,
only 4 configurations are possible when leafd is the vertex most distant from b ‘in T.
These four cadigurations are described by Cases 4,6,7, and 13 in the enumeration of
configurations shown in Table 2. These four configurations are summarized in Table 3.
Case 4 is a configuration of type b‘ = al and d= a2. Cases 6 and 7 are configurations of
typeb’ = a2 and d“=al. Case 13 is a configuration of type b‘ = a3 and d= al. Table 4
shows two additional possible configurations if leaves d and c are equidistant from b; that
is, if M= k. Note that thesespecialcasesarevariantsof Case4. In everycase,the VIC
b is between b ‘and dand is an element of the path between b ‘and d. That is d~f iff
b ‘Gr, and d~~ iff b ‘z~, where fl is the maximal branch of Z’. QED.

Table 3. Permissible configurations of vertex b ‘and its most-distant leaf d relative to the
VIC b and leaf c most distant from b in Z

case4

● ●

b’ b d=c

case7

Case6

d b b’ c

Table 4. Additional permissible configurations of vertex b ‘and most-distant leaf d
relative to the VIC b and leafc most distant from b in T, if and only if leaves d
and c are equidistant from b. That is. iff bd = bc.

case3 case5
d

● ● ● 9
d c b’ b c

l%eorem 3: The VIC b is an element of the diameter of T.

Rooj The diameter of Tis the path length e~between leaves e and~of Tsuch
that ef is a maximum’over all such pairs of vertices e andj Ife is an element of the
maximal branch of T, then by Zheorenz2, f =d and is an element of a submaximal branch
of T. Ife is an element of a submaximal branch of T, then~=c and is an element of the
maximal branch of T. Consequently, exactly one of the leaves e and f is an element of a
submaximal branch of T. Let this leaf be e. Thenf =c, and e =d, as d is the Ieafin any

10



submaximal branch that maximizes the distance ec. Therefore, the diameter of Tis the
path lengjh cd, and b is an element of the path between c and d since c is in the maximal
branch of Twhile d is in a submaximal branch of T. QED. Thisproofconfirmsthe result
by Handler[7].

Application: Infrastructure Restoration

Applications of graph theory to the analyses of our itiastructures are important.
Recent policies of the United States govenunent emphasize the importance of
infrastructure analyses [1, 2].

Consider a communications infrastructure or network consisting of a single
master vertex and a set of sIave vertices. The single master vertex is a command pox
control center, or data-collection facility. The slave vertices are remote sensors and/or
relaying stations (repeaters). This network describes many real-world communications
networks, such as the supervisory control and data acquisition systems of electric-power
and natural-gas utilities, military command and control systems, and data-fision systems
which combine measurements from remote sensors at a single central processing facility.
The edges of this network route messages from the remote sensors to the command pox
with relaying through other vertices as necessary. In general, the edges forma spanning
tree selected from a set of possible communications links between the remote sensors
using a rule set to optimize some feature (e.g., signal strength) of the communications
infiastmcture.

Consider this infrastructure network to be a“stri~ connected, undirected graph
G= (~ E) of vertices Vand edges E. The master vertex will be a command post $ and

the otherverticesv # # willbe the slavevertices. Associatewitheachvertexv~Va
nonnegative weight w(v), called the value of v, and with each edge e GE a positive weight
l(e) called the length of e. The spanning-tree subgraph T= (V,ET),ET G E, is a
comected subgraph of G without cycles. The edges ETconsist of the active edges
through which messages are routed from the slave vertices to the command post. The
radius r(v) of a vertex v is the distance v~ of a remote sensor v from the command-post
vertex @

There are several optimal structures for ~ with different spanning trees depending
on the criteria for optimization. The identification of optimal spanning trees is well
studied but is still a topic of recent investigation [11, 12]. A vertex one center spanning
tree VICST is an optimal structure that mkiimizes the largest weighted distance between
the command post and the remote sensors [9]:

VICST = min :~r(v).
(2)

A shortest-path tree SPT is an optimal structure that minimizes the distance between the
command post and each of the remote sensors [10]:

SPT = ~nr(v).
(3)

In each of these structures, the network is a tree rooted at the command post. Figure 3
illustrates an example T. The ETare selected from E to optimize Tby some metric. In a
real-world network the optimization may be to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of the

11
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resulting paths, reduce the number of edges between the command post and the sensors in
the longest paths, minimize the probability of data loss, or produce an extreme value for
some other practical metric. Generally, the optimization can be transformed into a
VICST or SPT problem by appropriate specification of the length metric l(e).

Figure 3. An example spanning-tree communications infrastructure. This network T
connects remote sensors and repeaters at vertices v with a command post
vertex d.

Much attention has been given to optimizing the network T. However, present
problems in assuring infrastructure security include optimizing the restoration of the
network following the failure of some network component. For the communications
network G under investigatio~ let us turn our attention to failures that cannot be repaired
and that will require reconfiguration. Reconfiguration of two detached components
consists of adding a new edge with one endpoint in each component so that
communication between the command post and the disconnected component is restored.
The set of edges&c= {ed?, e &?Z~}is the complement of ET and is the set of redundant
edges available for reconfiguration of the network following a failure of a vertex or edge
of the tree. A failure of an edge e d?~ will partition the tree into two detached
components. An edge failure will require the addition of one new edge to reconnect the
two detached components. A failure of a vertex will remove the vertex from the graph
and will cause failures of the edges terminating at the failed vertex. If the vertex is a lea~
the remaining graph will have a single componen~ and no reconfiguration will be
required. If the vertex is not a leaf then the failure will partition the graph into 2
components, where 2 is the degree of the failed vertex. Then A–1edges must be added to
the graph to reconfigure these components. Because the operation of the network
depends on operation of the command-post verte~ a failure of the command post cannot
be reconfigured. Figure 4 illustrates reconfiguration following an edge failure.

12



Figure 4. An example of reconfiguration of an infrastructure following the failure of an
edge of T. The cross indicates the failed edge. Anew edge e is added such
that one endpoint of e is in each of the two disconnected components of T.

IfG is complete and the edge distances are uniform, then the optimal network
configuration is monopolar, with the command-post vertex as the monopole [8]. In this
~ all vertices except the command post ~ are leaves. Failures of edges disconnect only
the leaf they connect to +. Restoration consists of finding anew edge between the
disconnected leaf and any other node of the graph. Let n be the number of vertices in G.
Because G is complete, the degree in G of the Ieafin Tis n-1, and there will be n-2
edges available for reconfiguration (n-1 less the failed edge fiomE~).

Incomplete graphs are characteristic of many real-world inliastructure networks.
Examples of infrastructures composed of incomplete graphs include electric-power,
natural-gas, transportatio~ and telephone networks. Certainly, the spanning-tree
communications infrastructures under consideration are incomplete. Reconfiguring these
infrastructures after the failure of a network element is less trivial than for complete
graphs.

Define metrics for assessing the susceptibility of the infrastructure to failure as
follows: The burden of a vertex or an edge is the sum of the values of the vertices
detached from the command post by a failure of the vertex or edge. The robustness of a
vertex or an edge is the sum of the maximum radius of each subgraph branch connected
by the vertex or edge, divided by the maximum radius of the subgraph branch following
reconfiguration. A vertex or edge is a critical component if its burden is large, if its
robustness is small, or if the burden of any node following reconfiguration after a failure
of the vertex or edge increases significantly. The cfiteria for reconfiguration could be to
minimize the maximum radius of the branch through which the disconnected subgraph is
reconnected or to minimize the burden of the nodes of the branch to which the
disconnected subgraph is reconnected.

Consider reconfiguration of an SPT network Tfollowing an edge failure. The
edge failure detaches a branch TBIlom the network T. Let the criterion for

13
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reconfiWration be to minimize the maximum radius of the reconnected branch. Then the
optimal edge for reconfiguring the dkconnected branch is the edge ea~; with endpoint a
in the component containing the command post and endpoint b in the disconnected
branch such that ra +l(ea~) +b tiis minimized. Here dis the leafin the disconnected
branch that is ftihest fi-omvertex b !

This result applies directly to the problem of reconfiguring a data-fbsion
communications network in which the criterion for reconfiguration is to maximize the
probability of successful transmission of data through the communications network. For
this applicatio~ let ~e) be the probability of successfi.dly transmitting a message through
edge edi Then the probability #(v) of successfidly transmitting a message from vertex
v to the command post ~ is the product of the probabilities of successfid transmission of
each of the edges in the path P fi-omv to #

P(v) = ~p(e).
esP

Then

‘(v)=exp((!lde)))=exp(-z’n(
(4)

(5)

Note that ~v) is maximized when ~ln(~) is minimized. Then the optimal
ecP

reconfiguration following a failure of an element of a maximum-probability network is
equivalent to the optimal reconfiguration of an SPT network where the length fimction

l(e) is the natural logarithm of the reciprocal of~e), l(e) = ln(~).

The computation time to recmilgure a detached branch is reduced by examining
the configurations and distances of the vertices b ‘anddin TB. Because the paths between
pairs of vertices in the tree subgraph TBare unique, the vertex d and the distance b ti can
be determined in O(n) time, where n is the number of vertices in TB. If there are m edges
in ET’between the two detached subgraphs that can recon@ure these two components,
then an optimal reconfiguration can be determined in O(mk) time. However, by
determining the vertex one center b of TB,the time required to compute the optimal
reconfiguration can be reduced. The vertex one center b of a graph can be determined in
0(n2) time [3]. However, since TBisa tree, b can be determined in O(n) time. When b is
know then both the vertex d and the distance b ti are also known. Consequently, the
optimal reconf@uration can be determined in O(m+n) time, which is more efficient for
most m and n.
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